Abstract-Relay selection, a simple and efficient method of operating multi-relay networks, has in the past been considered only when all relays follow the same protocol. This work studies relay selection in heterogeneous relay networks where relays with different protocols can co-exist. The new techniques for the analysis of such networks are demonstrated on a mixture of decode-forward relays and amplify-forward relays, as well as a mixture of non-orthogonal amplify-forward (NAF) and dynamic decode-forward (DDF) relays, and also a mixture of NAF and compress-forward relays. In each case the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff is calculated. In the process, a noteworthy limitation of previous relay selection schemes is also relaxed and removed: In the past in multi-relay networks the direct source-destination link has been ignored whenever it introduces dependencies among selection decision variables, as it often does. This has been motivated chiefly by the lack of suitable analytical techniques for order statistics of dependent random variables. In this work, relay selection analysis is extended to allow the presence of a direct source-destination link. As a side benefit, the relay selection results in homogeneous networks (where relays are all of the same type) are also extended to include the presence of a sourcedestination link.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N a multi-relay scenario, relay selection can harvest diversity with relatively modest requirements compared with alternatives such as distributed space-time codes or distributed beamforming. An early example of cooperative selection appeared in [1] . Bletsas et al [2] investigated amplify-andforward (AF) relay selection, followed by many other works including [3] , [4] , [5] . Decode-and-forward (DF) relay selection has also received attention, e.g. [6] and many others [7] , [6] , [8] . The diversity multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) for relay selection has been investigated in [9] for addressing the multiplexing loss of DF relaying, and [10] for a combination of antenna selection and AF relay selection.
This work studies the performance of relay selection in heterogeneous relay networks where relays with different protocols co-exist. For example, a heterogeneous network may contain both DF relays and AF relays, or in the non-orthogonal transmission mode, the network may include dynamic decodeforward (DDF) relays and non-orthogonal amplify-forward (NAF) relays.
In the process of developing heterogeneous relay selection results, this paper also relaxes and removes a long-standing restriction on relay selection networks: In relay selection the source-destination link introduces dependencies among decision variables 1 and because of that previous works on relay selection often assumed the direct link to be non-existant, i.e., they assumed a two-hop geometry. However, ignoring the direct link is in general wasteful, and in particular interferes with the operation of compress-forward (CF), one of the more powerful relaying protocols. 2 So there is ample motivation to produce analysis that can account for the direct link.
This paper studies a heterogeneous network ( Figure 1 ) where one relay is selected for each transmission interval. In particular, the following combinations are studied in this paper: mixture of DF relays and AF relays, as well as a mixture of NAF relays and DDF relays, and also a mixture of NAF relays and CF relays. The diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of heterogeneous relay selection is analyzed in each of these cases.
A brief overview of our results is as follows: in a network of n relays of the same type in the presence of a direct sourcedestination link, the orthogonal relaying protocols achieve the same DMT as non-orthogonal amplify-forward. At low multiplexing gains the dynamic decode-forward achieves the MISO upper bound. For high multiplexing gains, CF relay selection outperforms both DDF and NAF. DDF and CF relay selection outperform NAF at all multiplexing gains.
We observe that the DMT of heterogeneous orthogonal relaying is similar to the DMT of the corresponding homogeneous AF or DF relay systems. For heterogeneous nonorthogonal relaying we consider NAF, DDF, and CF. Relay selection among NAF and DDF relays gives maximal performance at high multiplexing gains, while providing diversity somewhere between that of NAF and DDF at low multiplexing gains. Relay selection among CF and NAF relays achieves a diversity that scales with the number of relays at high multiplexing gain as opposed to the fixed diversity for NAF.
An interesting direction that on first sight may seem related to this paper is hybrid relaying, where a relay adaptively changes its relaying protocol (e.g. AF/DF) [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . This class of work describes a new type of relay that obeys a complex decoding law. But this is distinct from a system containing multiple relays of different kind, which we call a heterogeneous system. True heterogeneous schemes have appeared very rarely in the literature: Jeong et al. [15] studied a system with multiple AF and DF relays without a direct link. Lusina et al. [16] presented a variation of the slotted amplify-forward (SAF) scheme of Yang and Belfiore [17] with two relays, where one of the relays is AF while the other (unlike [17] ) is DF. 1 With rare exceptions, e.g. [9] 2 With no direct link and one selected relay, the destination is in outage if the relay cannot decode (due to cutset bound). So compress-forward is not particularly useful in a two-hop network.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
We study a system of one source, one destination and n relays, all half-duplex single-antenna nodes. There is a viable link between the source and destination. The destination can receive data from the source and the relays. Wireless links experience flat, quasi-static block fading. The channel coefficients h si , h id and h sd represent the source-relay and relay-destination for relay i, and the source-destination link, respectively. The channel coefficients are independent and identically distributed circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables.
3 n i ∼ CN(0, 1) and n d ∼ CN(0, 1) are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at relay i and the receiver, respectively.
A block fading model is used where each message is transmitted within one coherence interval, which is sufficiently long to support codewords that allow standard coding arguments to be used. The relays and the destination have receive-side channel state information (CSI) and for the selection process, we assume all the CSIs are available. We use the framework of the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff [18] . The multiplexing gain r and the diversity gain d are defined as
where ρ is the transmission SNR, R(ρ) is the transmission rate and P e (ρ) is the error probability. The function f (ρ) is said to be exponentially equal to
III. DMT FOR OPPORTUNISTIC MODE SELECTION
We borrow the following results from [19] , which apply to a general network with potentially multiple sources, destinations, and relays. An access mode is a communication session involving a subset of network nodes and selection is defined here by switching opportunistically between the available defined access modes. In this case, each relay together with the source and destination constitutes an access mode.
Theorem 1: [19] An upper bound for the DMT of a system opportunistically switches between n wireless access modes is given by
where d 1 (r) is the DMT of mode 1 and d i (r) is defined as
for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and P(e i |e i−1 , . . . , e 1 ) is the probability of error for the i th mode of access given that all the previous modes of access are already in error. At high SNR and with sufficiently long codewords, the error event is dominated by the outage event [18] . Thus, throughout this paper for simplicity the diversities are expressed in terms of outage events instead of error events.
Under certain conditions the bound in (3) is tight [19] . We have
if the following two conditions are asymptotically satisfied:
1) Overall outage occurs only when all access modes are in outage. 2) Each access mode uses a codebook that achieve its individual (conditional) DMT.
The analysis in this paper uses instantaneous mutual information of each access mode for selection decisions, therefore the first condition is satisfied, and we assume proper codebooks are used to satisfy the second condition.
IV. OPPORTUNISTIC RELAY SELECTION
We study a system of one source, one destination and n relays. A relay is allowed to opportunistically access the channel and assist the source by transmitting to the destination. This generates various ways to access the channel (access modes), as seen in Figure 2 . The source and destination can communicate without a relay, as shown in the first access mode, or a relay can forward a version of the signal received from the source. Since the source-destination link is shared among the relays, the selection process is much more complicated than the two-hop variety. More importantly, the shared link introduces dependency between the decision variables and this complicates the analysis. Theorem 1 provides a technique to analyze such a system by providing a method to combine the conditional DMTs of each access mode to produce the overall DMT. Naturally this is useful only if the conditional DMTs are tractable.
A. Orthogonal Relaying
A system is considered with n orthogonal relays that are AF, DF, or a combination. The selection criterion is as follows. If the direct link alone can support the transmission rate, no relay will be selected. Otherwise, the transmission will be assisted by a single selected relay, in which case the source transmits for half the transmission interval and the relay transmits for the second half of the transmission interval.
This creates n+1 access modes, where n is the total number of relays in the system ( Figure 2 ). The first access mode, the non-relayed access mode, is relay-free. The remaining relayassisted access modes each involves a relay in the usual twointerval orthogonal relay framework. Some of these access modes may be AF and some of them may be DF. Each will have an end-to-end mutual information calculated according to its own protocol.
1) Upper bound:
Assume a genie provides the relays with a noise-free, error-free copy of the source message. Thus the source-relay channel is removed from the picture (effectively replaced with a perfect wire), and each selected relay together with the source will constitute a 2 × 1 MISO channel ( Figure 3 ). Recall that there are n different ways to select a relay, each corresponding to a relay-assisted mode, all of them sharing one link: the source destination link. The non-relayed mode is not affected by the genie.
Theorem 2: An upper bound for the opportunistic parallel relay channel with n orthogonal relays is
Proof: Using Theorem 1 under the tightness conditions guaranteeing Equation (5), the genie upper bound DMT is
where d 0 (r) is the DMT of the non-relay mode (denoted Mode 0). This mode consists of a simple direct link whose DMT is d 0 (r) = (1 − r) + and d i (r), i = 1, . . . , n, are the conditional DMTs of the relay-assisted modes that are given by Equation (4) .
For the first relay-assisted access mode (denoted Mode 1), the DMT is given by
where O i represents the outage event for Mode i. The outage probability of Mode 1 given that Mode 0 is in outage
where Mode 1 is equivalent to a 2 × 1 MISO channel and the conditioning means that one of its links is not capable of supporting the whole transmission rate. Using results from the Appendix and defining
ρ , the conditional outage probability can be calculated as follows
Hence,
At the same time,
, which can be calculated using the same technique used for P(O 1 |O 0 ), i.e.,
Substituting the conditional DMTs into Equation (5) completes the proof.
Note that the above selection procedures are designed to be DMT-optimal and to simplify the analysis. Selecting the mode i * = arg max i∈{0,...,n} I i gives the same DMT.
2) Opportunistic Amplify and Forward Orthogonal Relaying:
If the direct link is in outage, the selected relay amplifies its received signal during the first half-interval and forwards it to the destination in the second half-interval. The instantaneous mutual information of the non-relay mode is given by I 0 = log(1 + |h sd | 2 ρ). The end-to-end instantaneous mutual information for the relay-assisted modes under orthogonal AF is given by [20] , [21] 
The DMT of the orthogonal opportunistic AF parallel relay channel with direct link between the source and the destination is given by
Proof: The overall DMT in terms of individual conditional DMTs is given by Equation (5) . To calculate the right hand side, we start with the non-relay mode (Mode 0) whose DMT is d 0 (r) = (1 − r) + . At high SNR, the conditional outage of Mode 1 is 
In order to calculate the conditional outage probability distribution, we first calculate the conditional density function
|hs1| 2 +|h 1d | 2 represents half the harmonic mean of two independent exponential random variables. Using a result of [22] , the harmonic mean of two exponential random variables with parameters λ can be approximated by an exponential random variable with parameter λ + λ = 2λ.
Using results from the Appendix and defining
ρ , the conditional outage probability is
From Equations (14) and (8),
For Mode 2, the conditional outage can be shown to be
where (15) follows the same proof as P(O 1 |O 0 ). Also one can show
Following similar steps, one can show that d i (r) = (1 − 2r) + for i = 3, . . . , n. Substituting conditional DMTs into Equation (5) completes the proof.
3) Opportunistic Decode and Forward Orthogonal Relaying: If the direct link is not capable of supporting the transmission rate, the transmission interval is divided into two intervals. In the first transmission interval, the source transmits. If some relays decode the source message, then a relay will forward the decoded message to the destination in the second half of the transmission interval and the source remains silent. If neither the non-relayed mode nor any relayed mode is capable of supporting the desired rate, the system is in outage.
Theorem 4: The DMT of the orthogonal opportunistic DF parallel relay channel with direct link between the source and the destination is given by
Proof: The total DMT as a function of conditional DMTs is given by Equation (5) and d 0 (r) = (1−r)
+ . The conditional outage probability of the first relay-assisted mode is given by
where the random variable U 1 is defined via
One can show that
Using results from the Appendix and defining g 1 (r, ρ) =
Substituting (22) and (23) into (21), the conditional probability of outage is given by
Hence, the conditional DMT for the first relay-assisted access mode is d 1 (r) = (1 − 2r) + . Using the same argument as the orthogonal AF, it follows that P(
and hence d i (r) = (1 − 2r) + for i = 2, . . . , n. Substituting conditional DMTs into Equation (5) Theorem 5: The DMT of the orthogonal opportunistic relay selection with N AF relay and M DF relays channel and a direct link between the source and the destination is given by
Proof: The total DMT as a function of conditional DMTs is given by Equation (5). As mentioned earlier for the nonrelay mode (Mode 0) DMT is d 0 (r) = (1 − r) + .
We know there is at least one AF and one DF relay in this network. For the purposes of exposition, we assign Mode 1 to an AF relay and Mode 2 to a DF relay. For Mode 1, at high SNR, the analysis is identical to Mode 1 analysis in Section IV-A2. From Equation (14), the conditional outage
For Mode 2, we first bound the conditional outage from below:
The calculation of P(O 2 |O 0 ) is similar to Equation (24) and can be shown to be
Now, we bound P(O 2 |O 1 , O 0 ) from above, using the same technique used in Equation (10)
Thus, using a sandwich argument, we have 
B. Non-Orthogonal Relaying
In this scenario the source transmits throughout the transmission interval. The relays listens for a portion of the transmission interval and then, depending on the channel conditions, one of the relays may transmit simultaneously with the source for a portion of the transmission interval. The destination receives the source signal, potentially superimposed with the relay signal. Since in non-orthogonal modes the end-to-end mutual information always improves with a relay, there is no need to consider a non-relay access mode for the purposes of DMT calculation. Thus in the analysis of non-orthogonal protocols, the system has n access modes as opposed to n + 1 in the case of orthogonal relaying.
1) Upper Bound:
For the calculation of the upper bound we assume a genie provides the relays with a noise-free and error-free version of the source message. We also assume full cooperation between the source and the relays. The relay that maximizes the instantaneous end-to-end mutual information is selected to transmit simultaneously with the source. Each of the n relays has an independent link to the destination and they all share the same source-destination link. Subject to the genie information, the distinction between relay types (AF, DF, CF) goes away and therefore the upper bound is equally valid for any set of n non-orthogonal relays.
Theorem 6: An upper bound for the opportunistic parallel relay channel with n non-orthogonal relays is
Proof: The genie-aided opportunistic parallel relay channel is equivalent to a MISO system with n + 1 transmit antennas and one receive antenna. The performance of the opportunistic genie-aided relay selection is therefore upper bounded by a (n+1)× 1 MISO system with antenna selection that chooses for each codeword transmission two transmit antennas. The (n+1)×1 antenna selection allows configurations that do not have a counterpart in the opportunistic modes in our channel, therefore in addition to the genie we have allowed a second relaxation of conditions for the computation of the upper bound in this theorem.
The DMT of a M × N MIMO link with L t < M selected transmit antennas and L r < N selected receive antennas is upper bounded by a piecewise linear function obtained by connecting the following K + 2 points [23] n,
Using this result, a (n+1)×1 MISO system with two selected transmit antennas has a DMT that is upper bounded by
This represents our genie-aided upper bound.
2) Non-Orthogonal Amplify and Forward:
For half the transmission interval, the received signal at the destination and at Relay i are given by
The variables x, y, n represent source transmitted signal, received signal and the noise, respectively. The variables have two subscripts indicating the appropriate half-interval and node identity, respectively. At the second half of the transmission interval the relay normalizes the received signal and retransmits it. The destination received signal in the second half is
At the destination Y = H i X + N where X = [x 1s x 2s ] t is the transmitted signals vector, N is the noise vector, and H i is the effective channel gain matrix [24] .
The instantaneous mutual information is given by
Relay i * is selected to maximize the mutual information, which at high SNR is:
Theorem 7:
The maximum DMT for the n parallel relay channel with opportunistic NAF relay selection is
Proof: The DMT of a system that switches between n dependent access modes is given by
In a manner similar to [25] , the probability of outage P(O 1 , . . . , O n ) can be expressed as follows
The random variables v 1 , u (i) and v
represent the exponential order of 1/|h sd | 2 , 1/|h si | 2 and 1/|h id | 2 , respectively. Each of these random variables has a probability density function p(x) that is asymptotically equal to ρ −x for x ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise [25] . The set O represents the outage event for the network. The network is considered in outage when no access mode is viable, i.e., O = O 
where m (i) is rank of the amplification matrix and l is the block length. The solution to the optimization problem in Equations (37) and (38) is facilitated by the knowledge that d o (r) is maximized when m (i) is maximum, i.e, m (i) = l/2, thus leading to the result.
3) Dynamic Decode and Forward:
In this scenario the selected relay listens to the source until it has enough information to decode the message. From that point on, the relay uses the remainder of the transmission interval to send the decoded information to the destination. The selection criterion is, once again, according to the maximum end-to-end mutual information.
Theorem 8: The maximum DMT for the n parallel relay channel with opportunistic DDF relay selection is
Proof: Following Equations (35), (36), and (37), for the relay channel characterized by Relay i, the outage region under DDF can be shown to be [25] 
where t i is the listening-time ratio of the relay i, with r ≤ t i ≤ 1. In the following we outline the solution of Equations (37) and (40) for a two-relay channel. The generalization to n users follows the same lines. Our strategy for solving the optimization problem is to partition the optimization space into eight regions, solve the optimization problem over each region as a function of t 1 and t 2 , maximize over t 1 and t 2 and then find the minimum of the eight solutions. The eight regions correspond to the Cartesian product of whether each of the three positive variables v (1) 1 , v (2) 1 , v 2 is greater than or less than 1. Following the calculations, which are omitted due to their length, the DMT for DDF is established.
4) Compress and Forward:
In this scenario, following [26] , the selected relay uses Wyner-Ziv compression and the destination uses the received signal from the source as side information to decode the signal. The compression rate ensures that the compressed signal is decoded at the destination errorfree. Yuksel and Erkip [26] show that the one-relay compressforward achieves the DMT d(r) = 2(1− r) + , which coincides with the MISO upper bound.
The relay i * = arg max i I i is selected which at high-SNR, using results from [26] , is:
Following [26] , the DMT for the n parallel relay channel with opportunistic CF relay selection can be shown to be is the probability density according to which the random codebooks are generated for the source and the relay, and I BC and I MAC represent the total mutual information across the source and the destination cutsets, respectively. We have:
We can show that P I MAC < r log ρ .
2 ,...,v
2 )∈O
and the outage event O + i is defined as
Solving the optimization problem in (42), the DMT for the destination cutset is (44 on the next page) where Γ = {t i : t i < 1 − r}, and the third line in Eq. (44) represents multiple expressions, one for each t i that satisfies the corresponding condition. The details of the optimization are omitted for brevity.
Similarly, the source cutset DMT can be obtained by replacing t i with 1 − t i . Maximizing over t, the minimum of the two DMT cutsets gives the DMT of the system. Thus, the DMT for arbitrary number of relays is a composite expression which does not reduce to a more compact form as long as the number of relays remains a variable. However, for any fixed number of relays the results are more streamlined. For example, for selection among three CF relays:
5) Mixture of NAF and DDF Relays:
Now consider a scenario consisting of N NAF relays and M DDF relays. If the selected relay is an NAF relay, the relay will listen for half the transmission interval and transmits simultaneously with the source in the second half of the transmission interval. If the selected relay is a DDF relay, the relay listens to the source until it has enough information to decode the message, then transmits during the remainder of the transmission interval.
Theorem 9: The DMT for an opportunistic multiple relay channel with N NAF relays and M DDF relays is given by
The DMT of a system that switches between N + M dependent access modes is given by
In a manner similar to [25] , the probability of outage P (O 1 , . . . , O n ) can be expressed as follows
where
For the purposes of exposition, the NAF access modes are indexed as Mode i where i = 1, . . . , N. The outage region can be shown to be [25] 
where m (i) is rank of the amplification matrix and l is the block length.
The DDF access modes are indexed as Mode i where i = N +1, . . . , N +M . The outage region can be shown to be [25] 
where t i is the listening-time ratio of the relay i, with r ≤ t i ≤ 1.
The DMT is found by solving the optimization problem in Equation (49) over the union of the regions defined in Equations (50) and (51). The details of the optimization are omitted for brevity.
6) Mixture of NAF and CF Relays:
In this scenario we have N NAF relays and M CF relays. The NAF relays work as mentioned in the previous subsection. For CF relays, we again follow [26] where the CF relays use Wyner-Ziv compression and the destination uses the received signal from the source as side information to decode the signal. As mentioned earlier, a single-relay CF channel achieves the DMT d(r) = 2(1 − r) + .
The relay i * = arg max i I i is selected. At high-SNR, using results from [26] and [24] , the selected user i * is
where without loss of generality we have indexed the relays so that the first N relays are NAF and the following M relays are CF. We provide a sketch of the technique used to arrive at the DMT. Following [26] , the DMT for the multiple relay channel with opportunistic relay selection can be shown to be
where t is the time ratios vector, t = [t N +1 , . . . , t N +M ], for the CF relays, and I BC and I MAC represent the total mutual information across the source and the destination
cutsets considering one CF relay active, respectively. It can be shown that
The outage probability can be expressed as
,u (1) ,...,u (N ) )∈O (56) Figure 4 compares the opportunistic DMT of a system consists of one source, one destination and two relays with a direct link between the source and the destination. Figure 5 shows the DMT for the case of three relays, where various combinations of three available relays are analyzed. Figure 6 considers a configuration with four relays, where the relays can be all ODF, all OAF, all NAF, all DDF, a mix of 2 OAF and 2 ODF, a mix of 2 NAF and 2 DDF, or a mix of 2 NAF and 2 CF. These figures serve to highlight the relative advantage and disadvantage of hybrid relay configurations at various transmission rates (multiplexing gains).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper calculates the high-SNR performance for relay selection in a heterogeneous multi-relay network where relays of different types coexist. A variety of relay combinations with orthogonal and non-orthogonal protocols are studied. A key feature of this work is that it accounts for the presence of a direct source-destination link, which is often ignored in the relay selection literature. The results produce several qualitative insights about relay selection. 
The pdf of Z = X + Y conditioned on the event B is as follows.
f Z|B (z) = 
